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The general effects that the ETS and CBAM are having on EuroMed cement trade are well known. 
The EU, up to 2019 was a large exporter of cement to the US and of clinker to West Africa. By 
2021, with the exception of Greece, almost all these EU cement and clinker exports had stopped 
and had been taken over by Turkey and North African countries. The big question now is if the 
export capability of the Mediterranean area is sufficient to supply the growing US and West African 
markets? 
What is happening to the cement market of the EU because of ETS and CBAM?  The EU was not 
only more than self-sufficient in cement but also in cementitious materials. The result has been a 
dense coastal trading network with a very large number of small terminals but very few facilities 
that can handle imports with larger ships.  With the supply of cementitious materials forecasted to 
shrink rapidly, what are the consequences going to be? 

What is behind the changing shipping situation
in the EuroMed area?

The CBAM was to prevent carbon leakage and as such 
to put CO2 duties on imported cement and clinker.  
However, cement and clinker imports into the EU have 
been growing in recent years and are set to grow 
further despite CBAM. New large import terminals in 
Europe will be suitable not only to import 
cementitious materials but also cement.  Why would 
this be? 

Let’s try to find some answers.



EuroMed trade flows overview

The US cement market

The African cement market

The changing European cement market

Final considerations



Cement Distribution Consultants 
an introduction

Facilities and Markets

• The global cement industry on 
Google Earth including integrated 
cement plants, grinding plants, coal 
fired powerplants, blast furnace steel 
plants / granulators, all related 
logistical facilities and ready-mix 
plants / concrete product plants. 

• A database with general and technical 
information on facilities related to 
seaborne (and waterborne) trade and 
distribution.

• Significant experience in market 
studies.

• Significant experience in logistical 
competitiveness studies for new 
plants and terminals. 

Logistics and Economics

• The ability to advise customers on every 
aspect of trade and distribution of 
cement, clinker and cementitious 
materials including strategical economical, 
logistical technical and operational 
aspects as well as materials sourcing, 
shipping, facilities, handling system, etc. 
etc. 

• Significant experience in feasibility studies 
on complete logistical chains as well as 
individual components including logistical 
and economical modelling. 

Technical and Operational

• A clear vision on port and facility design 
that can adapt to changing trade and 
industry conditions. 

• Consultant to two of the largest cement 
terminals in the world and numerous 
other facilities. 

• Significant involvement in design and 
operation of self-discharging ships. 

• Significant experience in realising projects 
and operating complete logistical chains. 

• Projects realised on every continent. 

• Co-operation with Engineering Services 
Hamburg

cementdistribution.com

A free and comprehensive website 
on trade and distribution of cement





OVERVIEW EUROMED TRADE FLOWS



European cement trade routes 2019

EuroMed cement trade
consists of:

Exports to the 
Americas
Exports to West 
Africa
Mediterranean 
trade and 
distribution 
Atlantic trade 
and distribution 
Nordic trade and 
distribution 
Atlantic trade 
and distribution 
from Spain and 
Portugal
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Cement & 
clinker imports

Available exportable
surplus clinker
capacity

EuroMed cement trade
consists of:

Exports to the 
Americas
Exports to West 
Africa
Mediterranean trade 
and distribution 
Atlantic trade and 
distribution 
Nordic trade and 
distribution 
Atlantic trade and 
distribution from 
Spain and Portugal
Clinker from 
Mediterranean to EU

Changes:
- EU exports of cement to the US and clinker to West Africa have largely disappeared 

and have been taken over by Non-EU Mediterranean suppliers
- Clinker imports into the EU from Mediterranean suppliers have grown significantly
- Large increase of cementitious materials in intra EuroMed trade

European cement trade routes 2021



THE US CEMENT MARKET



US grey cement surplus – shortage situation 2022

Nevada
‐1.130.399

Colorado
70.680

Wyoming
240.291

Washington
‐712.277

New Mexico
‐406.667

Massachusetts
‐1.242.843 

Rhode Island
‐220.386

Maine
248.065

Louisiana
‐2.654.280

Georgia
‐3.553.354

Missouri
7.771.685

Iowa
‐482.471

Wisconsin
‐1.867.872

Arkansas
138.246

Minnesota
‐1.752.261

Kansas
1.277.264

Nebraska
‐516.672

Oklahoma
‐386.016

South Dakota
417.948

North Dakota
‐467.570

Imports rail
153.426

Hawaii
‐287.307

Alaska
‐133.410

Imports sea
134.683

Puerto Rico
‐336.477

Michigan
2.426.065

Texas
‐6.472.133

California
‐1.696.119

VT

Exports to 
Caribbean
159.070

Tennessee
‐1.444.423

Exports 
to Canada
275.000

CT

New Jersey
‐1.678.183

Delaware
‐205.420

Interregional cement flow
Imports from Canada and Mexico by rail and Great Lakes
Seaborne imports (only cement, clinker excluded)
Exports

Imports sea
2.322.901

Imports sea
1.665.528

Imports sea
390.172

Imports sea
253.060

Imports rail
495.036

Imports rail
457.322

Imports rail
392.749

Imports sea
160.000

Imports sea
4.827.523

Imports sea
726.829

Imports sea
343.708

Imports sea
1.891.466

Maryland
1.572.157

MD

NJ

DE

MA

Vermont
‐108.612

NH

RI

Connecticut
‐574.175

New Hampshire
‐217.263

Imports rail
333.817

Imports sea
250.982

Imports rail
21.674

Imports rail
249.072

Imports rail
235.105

Imports 
Great Lakes
383.498

Imports 
Great Lakes
451.694

Imports 
Great Lakes
84.420

Imports 
Great Lakes
503.920

Imports sea
595.203

Imports sea
1.862.975

Imports sea
414.393

Imports sea
5.148

Imports sea
530.662

Imports sea
135.585

Imports sea
1.025.905

Imports sea
954.026

Imports sea
1.210.676

Shortage > - 6.000.000 
Shortage > - 1.500.000 to – 6.000.000
Shortage > - 500.000 to – 1.500.000
Shortage > - 50.000 to – 500.000
Balance – 50,000 to + 50,000
Surplus > + 50.000 to + 500.000
Surplus > + 500.000 to + 1.500.000
Surplus > + 1.500.000 to + 6.000.000
Surplus > + 6.000.000

Shortage / surplus

Imports sea
86.304

Imports sea
158.951

Imports sea
88.820

Imports rail
5.280

Montana
98.387

Atlantic South

-4.393.168
3.834.140

159.070
718.098

Surplus + / shortage -
Imports
Exports
Inflow from other regions

Atlantic North

-2.715.898
3.926.018
1.210.120

Surplus + / shortage -
Imports
Out flow to other regions

Great Lakes

-5.654.842
1.134.134

275.000
-4.795.708

Surplus + / shortage -
Imports
Exports
Inflows from other regions

North Central

-227.616
487.243
259.627

Surplus + / shortage -
Imports
Out flow to other regions

Pacific North

-1.795.119
2.392.357

597.238

Surplus + / shortage -
Imports
Out flow to other
regions

Pacific South

-3.993.916
3.208.109
-785.807

Surplus + / shortage -
Imports
Inflow from other
regions

South Central

-5.916.871
5.837.594

-79.277

Surplus + / shortage -
Imports
Inflow from other
regions

Big Rivers

2.443.938
1.891.466
4.335.404

Surplus + / shortage -
Imports
Ouflow to other regions



Importance of imports within the domestic cement market

%ImportsCons. (app.)Year%ImportsCons. (app.)Year

1110.74496.800200864.54872.1241992

86.21171.500200975.33279.1981993

86.01371.2002010109.07286.3701994

75.81272.20020111111.47386.6121995

76.10777.90020121210.70089.4001996

76.28981.70020131414.52396.0181997

87.58489.20020141919.878102.4571998

1110.36792.10020152124.578108.8821999

1311.74294.20020162024.561110.0482000

1312.00096.80020172123.591112.7102001

1514.98197.18020182022.198110.0202002

1616.343100.53020192021.015114.1002003

1717.129102.85620202125.396121.9802004

2122.115107.11120212330.403128.2802005

2426.598109.83820222732.141126.8102006

1921.469116.6002007

Source: USGS
Note: Imports are overall 
i.e. seaborne +  Canada rail + Great Lakes + Mexico rail

Imports not only include grey cement but also clinker and 
white cement



An overview of US imports
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US cement and clinker imports by source 2017

Global sources for North American imports

2.007.527China

303.242Taiwan

679.531South Korea

19.612Other Asia

3.009.912Total Asia

Of which by sea

5.352.393Canada

1.036.561Mexico

71.90471.907Colombia

8.7398.739Other Americas

6.469.597Total Americas

2.085.571Turkey

1.963.847Greece

472.643Spain

436.006Sweden

208.832Denmark

130.901Egypt

117.357France

115.522Italy

115.373Other Europe / Med

5.646.052Total Europe / Med
Source: USGS

Arrows show volumes larger 50.000 tpa



US cement and clinker imports by source 2022

2022Asia (million tons)

2,45Vietnam

0,95South Korea

0,39Thailand

0,45Taiwan

4,24Total Asia

2022Americas (million tons)

4,83Canada

2,64Mexico

0,71Colombia

8,18Total

2022Europe / Med.  
(million tons)

9,60Turkey

2,42Greece

2,38Other Countries

14,40Total

Middle East
Pakistan
0,85

.



Development on US cement production facilities 2021-2024

2
3

4

5

1

1) Lehigh Cupertino plant. 
Formally closed in 2023 but inactive already for 
several years. 

2) Lehigh Speed plant. 
Early 2024 closed -0,6 mtpy.

3) Lehigh Mitchell plant. 
Early 2024 expansion with 1,5 mtpy.

4) Dragon Cement (Giant, Elementia). 
Early s 20424 closed -0,6 mtpy

5) GCC Odessa plant. 
2025 expansion with 1,1 mtpy.

6) National (Vicat) Ragland plant. 
2022 expansion 1,0 mtpy.

7) Holcim Ste Genevieve plant. 
2025 expansion 1,0 mtpy.

Between 2021-2023 a net 1 mtpy production capacity 
was added. 
As from 2024 the net addition in production capacity 
will be 2,4 mtpy.
Assuming an 80% utilisation this will mean an additional 
cement production of about 1,9 mtpy. 
Assuming a growth in US cement consumption of 
average 1,5% per year then consumption in 2027 will 
grow with about 9 million tons.  Deducting 1,9 mt of 
new cement production this means a growth in imports 
of 7,1 mt of which most will be on the East Coast.

Closed or announced to be closed (installed capacity)
Announced or operating expansion (installed capacity)

-0,6 mtpy

-0,6 mtpy

+1,5 mtpy

+1,0 mtpy

+1,0 mtpy

+1,1 mtpy

Holcim, Ste Genevieve

GCC, Odessa

Lehigh, Mitchell

National, Ragland



US terminals development 2021-2024

2

3
4 5

1

1) Royal White Cement has purchased a bulk handling terminal 
in the Port of Houston and, is converting it to handle cement 
and cementitous materials.

2) Cemex has reopened its terminal in Pensacola and is supplying 
it with cement carriers from Mexico. 

3) Titan is expanding its Tampa terminal with a dome silo of 
70.000 tons. This enables the terminal to receive cement as 
well as cementitous materials. 

4) Eastern Cement (Suwannee, CRH) has added a ship unloader 
to its Port Manatee terminal and has reopened the facility. 

5) BBM (Sesco) is building a new terminal in Port Redwing.
6) Ozinga has built a new terminal in the Port of West Palm 

Beach. 
7) Cemex has reopened its West Palm Beach terminal. 
8) Hollingshead Cement (SRM) has built a new terminal in 

Jacksonville. 
9) Giant (Elementia) is building a new terminal in Savannah. 
10) It looks that Holcim has reopened its terminal in Charleston. 
11) Titan is expanding its Norfolk terminal with a 70.000 tons 

dome silo. This enables their terminal to import cement as 
well as cementitous materials. 

12) Dragon Cement Giant (Elementia) has added a ship unloader 
to its Boston terminal changing this terminal from a domestic 
distribution to an import facility. 

13) Hollingshead Cement (SRM) is building a new terminal in 
Nashville which will receive imported cement via New 
Orleans. 

14) Argos has expanded its terminal in Houston with a 50.000 
tons dome. 

All terminal expansions and new terminals are on the east coast. 
• 3 terminals reopened
• 5 terminal expansions
• 5 new terminals
• 1 terminal conversion to cement

Of the five new terminals and the terminal conversion project five 
are initiated by independents and only one by a US cement 
producer.
In contrast, the five terminal expansions and three terminal re-
openings are all by US cement producers.

Ozinga, West Palm Beach

Argos, Houston

Hollingshead, Nashville

Royal White, Houston

Titan, Tampa

Dragon, Boston

Titan, Chesapeake

Hollingshead, Jacksonville



Cement supply situation to the US East Coast

The import situation in the US is characterised by two 
developments. One is the growing cement demand caused by 
population growth and renewal of infrastructure. The second 
one is the change of the US cement industry to produce type IL 
(limestone cement) instead of type I-II (95% clinker content). 
Type IL is a blended cement which allows only limited further 
blending with cementitious materials. The ready-mix industry 
prefers the original type I-II cement that they can blend 
themselves with as much as cementitious materials as possible. 
Perhaps as a consequence there are a large number of new 
terminal projects by Independents and the imported cement 
volume by independents has grown rapidly in recent years. The 
five new independent terminals will double the number of 
existing independents (9 on East Coast, 1 on West Coast). 

Even at 2022 import levels the EuroMed area could not fully 
supply the US east coast imports. Perhaps some improvement 
from Turkey and North Africa can be expected but on the other 
hand exports from Greece are set to decline. 

In 2023 the supply from the EuroMed area is estimated to be 
about 12,8 mt. versus a supply of 13,5 mt in 2022.  

Apart from growing cement supplies from Mexico and 
Colombia to the US it is remarkable to see that in 2023 about 
1,6 mt will have gone through the Suez Canal (UAE, Saudi 
Arabia, India, Pakistan) and about 0.9 mt through the Panama 
Canal (Vietnam).  With the US East Coast imports forecasted 
to grow with another 5 - 6 mt and both the Suez and Panama 
canal in an uncertain situation and the EuroMed area getting in 
a “sold out” condition the cement supply to the US East Coast 
will come under severe pressure.



THE AFRICAN CEMENT MARKET



What has happened in the past ten years?

Looking at the developments of cement 
consumption in Africa and the Middle East 
over the last ten years we can see that the 
MENA and sub-Sahara Africa regions have 
significantly different patterns. In North 
Africa cement consumption has remained 
stable whilst new production capacity has 
reduced the need for imports and has 
allowed for exports of clinker and some 
bagged cement. In the Middle East cement 
consumption has been irregular but with 
large capacity additions the region has 
become a significant exporter. 
Sub-Sahara Africa has seen significant 
growth of cement consumption and, given 
its still low cement consumption per capita, 
still has a lot of potential for further 
growth.  A large number of new cement 
plants has been built but the number of 
stand-alone grinding plants has about 
exploded ensuring a current over-capacity. 

West Africa

Per capitaCem. consYear

10347.5102012

10660.6102020

80.7932022

East Africa

Per capitaCem. consYear

8637.7702012

10258.2402020

60.7202022

Middle East

Per capitaCem. consYear

801180.5702012

655161.1002020 

183.2092022

North Africa

Per capitaCem. consYear

600101.6602012

565100.7602020 

99.6882022



What has happened in the past ten years?

Clinker

2012Cement consumption 186,940 mt

33 grinding plants

30 terminals (of which 

14 on the Atlantic Islands)

2022 Cement consumption 241,201 mt

133 grinding plants

24 terminals (of which 

13 on the Atlantic Islands)

198 cement plants 

2012 2022



What has happened in the past ten years?

2012 2022



What will the future bring?

• For North Africa cement consumption per capita would roughly 
stay the same and cement consumption growth would be equal to 
population growth. It is not certain that the area would keep 
exporting. 

• For the Middle East cement consumption would stay about the 
same. Given current capacity it would remain a large export base. 

• Sub-Sahara cement consumption will explode. It will be required to 
build a very significant number of new integrated cement plants to 
meet this demand. There will also be more grinding plants, but it is 
likely that these will receive a growing share of clinker from Africa 
itself. 

• Even with Sub-Sahara cement consumption growing less fast a 
significant growth of imports of clinker can be expected.  With the 
Mediterranean area getting in a sold-out situation, more and more 
clinker will be sourced from the Middle East and Asia 

Lets assume that in 2030 all countries have a cement 
consumption per capita of 600 kg and annual
population growth in line with the past ten years.



THE CHANGING MARKET IN EUROPE



Europe Nordic cement terminals

Imports > 5 million
Imports > 2 millon
Imports > 0,5 million
Imports > 0,1 million
Balance
Exports > 0,1 million
Exports > 0,5 million
Exports > 2 million
Exports > 5 million

Seaborne imports / exports

Facilities involved in 
seaborne transport
Cement plant
Loading facility
Grinding plant GGBFS
Grinding plant clinker
Terminal coastal vessels
Terminal Handysize or larger

Nordic Europe has very significant coastal trading and distribution 
networks (90 small terminals) which includes increasing PFA and (G)GBFS 
movements, but it lacks large import terminals. 

The current short distance trade in cementitious materials will have to be complemented by long 
distance trade in larger ships to a hub terminal with onward distribution. Some new large terminals 
are being considered but they seem to be more focused on cement imports rather than cementitious 
materials….. 
Iceland with its massive volumes of natural pozzolans has the potential to become a major supplier of 
cementitious materials to Europe.



Europe Atlantic cement trade & distribution facilities

Imports > 5 million
Imports > 2 millon
Imports > 0,5 million
Imports > 0,1 million
Balance
Exports > 0,1 million
Exports > 0,5 million
Exports > 2 million
Exports > 5 million

Seaborne imports / exportsThe Europe Atlantic area consists of 91 
terminals for coastal trade and 
distribution (as well as 26 grinding plants).  
There are only a few large terminals that 
can receive Handysize vessels.  These do 
not seem suitable as receiving and 
distribution hubs for cementitious 
materials. 

Facilities involved in 
seaborne transport
Cement plant
Loading facility
Grinding plant GGBFS
Grinding plant clinker
Terminal coastal vessels
Terminal Handysize or larger

On the Atlantic side of Europe, it is quite 
clear that there will be several large hub 
terminals for cementitious materials realized 
in the coming years. But also, there is 
considerable interest by independents to 
realize large terminals for cement imports 
(in combination with cementitious materials). 
Perhaps this is for the same reasons as the 
wave of new independent terminals in the 
US.



Europe Mediterranean cement trade & distribution

Imports > 5 million
Imports > 2 millon
Imports > 0,5 million
Imports > 0,1 million
Balance
Exports > 0,1 million
Exports > 0,5 million
Exports > 2 million
Exports > 5 million

Seaborne imports / exports

The Mediterranean area has 97 small import and distribution terminals as well as 39 coastal grinding plants and 64 cement 
plants involved in cement exports and distribution (and clinker exports). It has no large import terminals but is a very large 
export base to West Africa and the  Americas as well as regional trade and distribution.  Turkey is in a good position to 
supply the Mediterranean area with cementitious materials in the coming years (as well as the rest of Europe and the US) 
but there will be a moment that also in the Mediterranean area large hub terminals for cementitious materials will be 
required.  Turkey and North Africa look also set to supply Europe with larger volumes of cement and clinker.

Facilities involved in 
seaborne transport
Cement plant
Loading facility
Grinding plant GGBFS
Grinding plant clinker
Terminal coastal vessels
Terminal Handysize or larger



FINAL CONSIDERATIONS



Final considerations

With a growing import demand for cement and cementitious 
materials in the US, a growing demand for clinker in Africa and 
a growing demand for imported cementitious materials, 
cement and clinker in the EU, the Mediterranean area as an 
export base is getting in a “sold out” situation. This has a 
number of consequences.  The Mediterranean exporters will 
want to maximize their margins. For North African exporters 
this means realising export facilities for bulk cement. For all 
exporters it means an interest to secure export markets by 
having ownership of import facilities, preferably in 
combination with the ownership of ready-mix companies, to 
make money on both the export and import sides. This is valid 
for all three markets. Because of the ETS and CBAM, Greece 
will have to divert its US exports to the EU. 
For the US, the “sold out” situation in the Mediterranean will 
mean more cement from Asia to the East Coast via the 
Panama Canal and more cement from the Middle East and 
South Asia via the Suez Canal.  Both routes have their issues 
and costs. 
The extra margins that this provides for the Mediterranean 
exporters will be an incentive to create better bulk cement 
export facilities. 

For the rapidly growing import market for clinker in (West) 
Africa the “sold-out” situation in the Mediterranean will 
mean more clinker imports from the Middle East, South Asia 
and Southeast Asia with the related longer shipping distances. 
The EU market is a more complicated one. The EU was a 
self-sufficient market for both cement and cementitious 
materials. For cementitious materials, a very significant 
shortage is on its way.  The direction of the cement industry 
towards carbon capture and low clinker content cements is 
in direct conflict with the ready-mix industry that wants 
cement with a high clinker content that it can mix with large 
ratio of cementitious materials.  Assuming that the cost of 
carbon capture will be about equal to the CBAM CO2 duties, 
this still means it is attractive for the independent ready-mix 
industry to realise itself imports of cement in combination 
with cementitious materials.  Similar to the US this could 
mean a wave of new large independent terminals (and/or 
grinding plants), some of them with onward distribution by 
rail, inland ships and coastal vessels. The current global 
situation with all its uncertainties make forecasting difficult 
but it looks like that for the shipping industry all these 
developments mean more volumes and longer distances.



www.cementdistribution.com
info@cementdistribution.com

THANK YOU

Disclaimer: All information in this 
presentation has been provided by 
Cement Distribution Consultants to the 
best of its knowledge and ability but 
cannot be guaranteed.


